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Sick Days
What happens when you are sick
When you're sick, your body is under stress. To deal with this stress, your body
releases hormones that help it fight disease. But these hormones have side effects.
They raise blood sugar levels and interfere with the effects of insulin. As a result,
when you are sick, it is harder to keep your blood sugar (glucose) in your target
range.
Being sick can make your blood sugar level go up very high. Having a plan in place
ahead of time will help prevent any serious complications when sick days do arise.

Making a sick-day plan
The best way to prevent a minor illness from becoming a major problem is to work
out a plan of action for sick days ahead of time. Then when you become sick,
you will already know what to do and you will have the supplies on hand to do it.
Make a plan by discussing it with your primary care team. The plan should include
guidance on how to:


take diabetes medications



check blood sugar



eat and drink



contact your primary care
team or seek urgent or
emergency care, when
needed

Copyright 2015 University of Pittsburgh. All rights reserved. V1.2
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General Tips for Sick Days
When you are sick:
Try to stick to your meal plan if you can
eat. Drink a lot of sugar-free, caffeine-free
liquids to stay hydrated:


water



broth



diet soda

Karolina Grabowska (photographer). Chicken Noodle
Soup. [Digital image]. Retrieved from //
www.pexels.com/photo/bowl-with-chicken-noodle-soupand-parsley-4210846/

Drink one large glass of liquid per hour. It’s easy to run low on fluid when
you are vomiting or have a fever, but the extra liquid can help bring your
sugar levels down.
If you can’t eat your regular foods, try easy-on-the-stomach foods like
regular (non-diet) gelatin, crackers, soups, or applesauce. If even these
mild foods are too hard to eat, you may have to stick to drinking liquids
that contain carbohydrates. This may include regular (not diet) soft drinks.
Other high-carbohydrate liquids and almost-liquids are juice, frozen juice
bars, sherbet, pudding, creamed soups, and fruit-flavored yogurt. Broth is
also a good choice.

Be prepared
To prepare for sick days, have
on hand at home a small stock
of non-diet soft drinks, broth,
applesauce, and regular
gelatin.
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When you are sick enough to change your eating or medication routine:


check your blood sugar every 3-4 hours



if not in your normal range, contact your
primary care team



continue medications for your diabetes

Even if you are throwing up, don't stop your
medications. You need them be-cause your
body makes extra glucose (sugar) when you
are sick.

Pixabay (photographer). Glucometer [Digital image].
Retrieved from//www.canva.com/media/
MADQ4yM9GH4

Your sick-day plan may tell you to adjust how you take your medications. If
you don’t have a sick-day plan or if you have questions about how to take your
medications when you are sick, call your primary care team.
You may want to take extra medications when you are sick. For example, if you
have a cold, you may want to take a cough medicine. Always check the label of
over-the-counter medicines before you buy them to see if they have sugar. Small
doses of medicines with sugar are usually okay. But to be on the safe side, ask the
pharmacist or your primary care team about sugar-free medicines.

When to call a healthcare provider
Call 911 anytime you think you may need
emergency care. For example, call if you:


have severe belly pain



have trouble breathing



have a feeling of pressure in your chest

Pixabay (photographer). Emergency Room [Digital
image]. Retrieved from //www.pexels.com/photo/
ambulance-architecture-building-business-263402/
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Call your primary care team or seek medical care if:






your blood sugar is higher than 240
after you have taken the amount of
medication in your sick-day plan, and
stays high for more than 24 hours
you are not able to take your diabetes
medicines because of vomiting
your blood sugar level drops below
70, and you have symptoms of low
blood sugar that do not go away after
eating food that contains sugar



you are sick with a fever and are not
feeling better after a few days



you vomit or have diarrhea for more
than 6 hours



you are breathing fast



your breath smells fruity



your mouth is dry



your urine is a very dark color



you think you are having a
problem with your medicine



you aren't sure what to do to take
care of yourself

Your primary care team may ask what medications you've taken and how much,
how long you've been sick, whether you can eat and keep food down, whether
you've lost weight, and what your tempera-ture and blood sugar levels are. To
be prepared, keep written records of all these things as soon as you become sick.
Open ClipArt(photographer). Heartbeat [Digital image]. Retrieved from//creazilla.com/nodes/71298-heartbeat-clipart
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Sugar Levels
Checking your blood sugar


Blood glucose (blood sugar) monitoring
can be a key tool to check your diabetes
control. This check tells you your blood
glucose level at any one time.



Keeping a log of your results is vital.
When you bring this record to your health
care provider, you have a good picture of
your body's response to your diabetes
care plan.



Artem Podrez (photographer). Healthy Person Fashion
[Digital image]. Retrieved from//www.pexels.com/photo/
healthy-fashion-person-people-6823519

“Fasting” blood glucose checks mean you are testing your glucose level after you
have not eaten for 8 to 12 hours (usually overnight). Usually, “fasting” glucose
levels are checked first thing after waking up in the morning, before eating or
drinking anything (except water).

How do I check?
1. After washing your hands, insert a test strip into
your meter.
2. Use your lancing device on the side of your
fingertip to get a drop of blood.
3. Touch and hold the edge of the test strip to the
drop of blood, and wait for the result.
4. Your blood glucose level will appear on the
meter's display.

Ron Lach (photographer). Food. Cold. Wood. Man.
[Digital image]. Retrieved from//www.pexels.com/
photo/food-cold-wood-man-9145352

Note: All meters are slightly different, so always refer
to your user’s manual for specific instructions.
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Other tips for checking blood sugar:


With some meters, you can also use your forearm, thigh, or fleshy
part of your hand.



There are spring-loaded lancing devices that make sticking yourself
less painful.



If you use your fingertip, stick the side of your fingertip by your
fingernail to avoid having sore spots on the frequently used part of
your finger.

Problems using your glucometer
(blood sugar meter)
If you are having trouble using your
glucometer, call the toll free number on the
back of your meter. Or, contact your
primary care team.
If your meter is giving you an error message
or not working properly, sometimes replacing
the battery will help.

Copyright 2015 University of Pittsburgh. All rights reserved. V1.2
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Andrea Piacquadio (photographer). Man Having a Phone
Call. [Digital image]. Retrieved from //www.pexels.com/
photo/man-having-a-phone-call-in-front-of-a-laptop-859264

Low sugars
Low blood sugar is also called low blood glucose, hypoglycemia,or an insulin
reaction.
A blood sugar less than 70 mg/dl is generally considered low. However, it is
important to talk to your health care provider about your individual blood glucose
targets, and what level is too low for you.

Why can low sugars happen?


Not enough food in the body because a meal was too small, missed, or delayed
too long.



Too much insulin for the amount of sugar present in the blood.



Insulin or oral medicine regimen is more than needed to control the blood sugar.



Increase in physical activity or burst of exercise.

Signs and symptoms of low sugar
A reaction can happen QUICKLY
over a few minutes
Hypoglycemic symptoms are important clues
that you have low blood glucose. Each person's
reaction to hypoglycemia is different, so it's
important that you learn your own signs and
symptoms when your blood glucose is low.

Copyright 2015 University of Pittsburgh. All rights reserved. V1.2
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Kindel Media (photographer). Woman in Pain. [Digital
image]. Retrieved from //www.pexels.com/photo/womanin-pain-due-to-headache-7298673/

Sometimes the symptoms of low blood sugar are similar to the symptoms of
other illnesses:













Shakiness
Hunger
Lightheadedness, feeling dizzy
Confusion/being unable to concentrate
Glassy stare
Cold clammy sweat
Headache
Change in behavior (irritability, crying, sleepiness)
Numbness or tingling around mouth
Pale skin color
Clumsy or jerky movements (if severe)
Seizure (if severe)

During sleeping hours, signs of low sugar
may be:






Trouble falling asleep
Restless sleep
Bed covers/pajamas damp from sweat
Nightmares or bizarre dreams
Headache upon waking
SHVETS production (photographer). Man Lying on Sofa
[Digital image]. Retrieved from //www.pexels.com/photo/asick-elderly-man-lying-down-on-sofa-while-holding-a-drinkingglass-8900025/

The only sure way to know whether you are experiencing hypoglycemia is to check
your blood glucose, if possible.
If you have these symptoms and you do not have the equipment to check your
sugar at home, you may want to contact your primary care team to find out how to
get started with a home glucometer.

Copyright 2015 University of Pittsburgh. All rights reserved. V1.2
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How to treat low sugars
1. Stop activity.
2. Check blood sugar. At times, you may feel like you are having a low blood
sugar reaction even though you are not.
If you are experiencing symptoms of low blood sugar, and you are unable to
check your blood glucose for any reason, treat for hypoglycemia.
3. If blood sugar is 70 or below, eat/drink ONE of the following carbohydrate
foods:
½ cup apple juice

2 Tablespoons raisins

½ cup orange juice

3 sugar cubes

1/3 cup grape juice

3 teaspoons sugar in 1 cup water

1 cup low fat milk

8 sugared lifesavers

½ cup regular pop

3 glucose tablets (95 grams each)

4. Rest for 15 minutes.
5. Recheck blood sugar. Keep treating and checking your blood sugar every 15
minutes until it is above 70.

Note: If you are alone and not getting
results from following these treatments,
and you continue to feel the symptoms
of low blood sugar, call 911 immediately.

skechify (creator). Milk [Digital image]. Retrieved
from //www.canva.com/media/MAEHFsLjfIY
skechify (creator). Juice [Digital image]. Retrieved
from //www.canva.com/media/MAEHFl5JCRM
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6. Once your blood sugar is above 70: Eat a snack IF one or more hours will go
by before your next meal or snack. The snack should contain 1 serving of
carbohydrate and 1 serving protein/meat. It’s very important to not over treat
low blood sugar by eating too much sugary food because that can cause sugars to
go above the healthy range.
Carbohydrate choices

Protein choices

1 slice bread

1 oz lean meat or cheese

3 graham crackers

1 tablespoon peanut butter

6 saltines

¼ cup low fat cottage cheese

¾ cup cold cereal

1 cup low fat milk

7. Recheck your blood sugar in 1 hour to make sure it has stayed above 70.
8. If low blood sugar is a continued problem, contact your provider. Your
medication regimen may need to be changed.
9. If you are prone to low blood sugar, you should carry one of the carbohydrate
foods listed with you.
10. You should not drive when your blood sugar is low.

Pixabay (photographer). No Car Allowed [Digital
image]. Retrieved from//www.canva.com/
media/MAEFnz7Gzr4
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High sugars
Having high blood sugar is also called hyperglycemia.
Ask your medical team what your targets are for your sugar levels, and what is
considered too high for you.
High blood sugar can be caused by:


eating or drinking too much carbohydrate



changes in diabetes medication regimen



skipping or forgetting to take diabetes medications



exercising less than usual



being sick

Fasting blood sugar readings are readings you take in the morning before you
eat or drink anything with calories. If your sugar is high first thing in the
morning, it may continue to run high throughout the day. Some possible
reasons for occasional high fasting sugars are: skipping diabetes medication,
more carbohydrates than usual the prior evening, or eating later in the evening.
If blood sugars are routinely high it may mean that the diabetes regimen needs
to be adjusted by the patient’s medical team.

Natalia Vaitkevich (photographer). Healthy Woman Hand. [Digital
image]. Retrieved from //www.pexels.com/photo/food-healthywoman-hand-6941100/
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Signs and symptoms of high blood sugar
People do not always have symptoms when their blood sugar is too high.
Symptoms can include:


frequent urination



increased thirst



blurry vision



fatigue

If you have these symptoms regularly and you don’t have a way to check your
sugar levels at home, you may want to contact your primary care team to find out
how to get started with a home glucometer.

Mikhail Nilov (photographer). Man Drinking Water [Digital image]. Retrieved
from //www.pexels.com/photo/man-drinking-a-bottle-of-water-6740570/
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Blood Pressure
What is the connection between diabetes and
blood pressure?
High blood pressure can make the complications
of diabetes much worse than they would be
otherwise, and put you at even higher risk of heart
disease, eye disease, and kidney disease.
Controlling blood pressure can reduce the risk of
eye, kidney, and nerve disease by approximately
33%, and the risk of heart disease and stroke
(cardiovascular disease) by approximately 30% to
50%. Healthy eating, medications, and physical
activity can help you bring high blood pressure
down.

Pavel Danilyuk (photographer). Measuring Blood Pressure.
[Digital image]. Retrieved from//www.pexels.com/photo/
a-healthcare-worker-measuring-a-patient-s-blood-pressureusing-a-sphygmomanometer-7108344/

Understanding the numbers
Blood pressure is the force of blood flow inside your blood vessels.Your healthcare
provider records your blood pressure as two numbers, such as 120/80, which you may
hear them say as "120 over 80." Both numbers are important. The first number is the
pressure as your heart beats and pushes blood through the blood vessels, also known as
"systolic" pressure. The second number is the pres-sure when the vessels relax between
heartbeats. This is called "diastolic" pressure.
A good
blood pressure is

Pre-hypertension is

120 or LOWER
80 or LOWER

Copyright 2015 University of Pittsburgh. All rights reserved. V1.2
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High blood pressure or
hypertension is
140 or HIGHER
90 or HIGHER

How to check blood pressure
Checking blood pressure at home can be a helpful way to detect blood pressure
problems quickly.
Frequency. You should take your blood pressure (BP) as often as your health care

provider instructs and at the same approximate time each day—for example,
morning or evening.

Preparing. Wait at least a half hour after smoking, drinking alcohol or caffeinated

beverages, eating or exercising because these things can affect your BP. Empty your
bladder because a full bladder can raise your BP, and then wait 5 – 10 minutes before
you take the reading.
Sit comfortably at a table. Place your monitor on the table. Be still. Do not talk
while you are taking your BP. Sit straight with your back supported, both feet flat on
the floor, and do not cross your legs or ankles.
Technique. Place the BP cuff around your upper bare arm, unless otherwise directed

by your health care provider. Wrap cuff to a tightness that allows you to be able to
insert 1-2 fingers in the top. Place tubing directly in the middle of the inside of your
elbow. Place your arm on the table at heart
level (NOT above heart level). Rest your hand
palm up.
Press the start button. Wait until machine is
completely finished. If one arm measures a
higher blood pressure than the other, use
the arm which gives higher readings.

Mikhail Nilov (photographer). Sphygmomanometer.
[Digital image]. Retrieved from//www.pexels.com/photo/
a-sphygmomanometer-up-close-8670204/

Note: If you have a ‘pre-fitted’ cuff and can fit more than 2 fingers
in your cuff and/or you can pull your ‘pre-fitted’ cuff up and down
your arm, call your healthcare team to ask about getting your cuff
refitted. A poor fit will result in inaccurate BP readings.

Copyright 2015 University of Pittsburgh. All rights reserved. V1.2
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Writing down your results. Include the date and time in your BP log book. If
you get a reading that seems too high or too low for you, rest for 15 minutes.
Then check it again.

Bringing your results to your medical visit.
Bring your BP record to all your medical visits.
When coming to your medical visits,
take your blood pressure medicines as usual, even
if you are fasting for a blood test. That way your
health care provider can measure your blood
pressure with your usual medications in your system.

Ylanite Koppens (photographer). Silver Pen. [Digital
image]. Retrieved from //www.pexels.com/photo/
person-holding-silver-retractable-pen-in-white-ruledbook-796603/

Sample Log of Home Blood Pressure Readings
Date

4/28/15
4/29/15

Time

9:00 am
9:30 am

Top
Number

118
140

Bottom
Number

88
95

Heart
Rate

72
79

Comments

Stressed about my presentation
at work today

Trouble using the blood pressure monitor:
If you are having trouble getting a reading from your BP monitor, or the readings
don’t seem accurate, you can call the toll free number on the back of your meter,
or contact your primary care team. If your meter is giving you an error message or
not working properly, sometimes replacing the battery will help.

Copyright 2015 University of Pittsburgh. All rights reserved. V1.2
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High Blood Pressure
It is normal for blood pressure to go up and down somewhat during the day.
Ask your primary care team what your goal blood pressure is.


If you continue to have BP readings that are
above your goal, either on the top or on the
bottom, contact your primary care team.



If you are taking medications for blood pressure,
your healthcare team may recommend that you
check your blood pressure regularly. If your
blood pressure is high, you may not feel
symptoms, so using your monitor is one way to
keep track of whether your blood pressure is
controlled.



cottonbro (photographer). Measruing Her Own
Blood Pressure. [Digital image]. Retrieved
from //www.pexels.com/photo/a-healthcareworker-measuring-her-own-blood-pressureusing-a-sphygmomanometer-5721671/

Occasional high blood pressure levels can be caused by taking blood pressure
medicine differently than usual, being sick or under stress, or taking over the
counter medicines that raise blood pressure. For some people, eating salty
food or drinking alcohol raises their blood pressure.

When should I be concerned enough to seek urgent medical care?


If your top number is over 180, and does not come down after relaxing



If your bottom number is over 100 and does not come down after relaxing



Any unusual blood pressure results or any symptoms of heart strain or stroke
(for example, if you have: chest pain or pressure; shortness of breath;
weakness on one side; sudden trouble seeing, speaking or understanding; or a
sudden, severe headache)

Copyright 2015 University of Pittsburgh. All rights reserved. V1.2
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Low blood pressure
Low blood pressure, also known as “hypotension,” can make you feel tired, dizzy,
or cause you to fall down and hurt yourself.


If you ever have symptoms of low blood
pressure, such as lightheadedness or dizziness,
try to check your blood pressure while you are
having the symptoms.



Common reasons for having an occasional low
blood pressure are eating or drinking less than
usual, being dehydrated from heat or illness, or
changes in how you are taking your blood
pressure medications.

Engin Akyurt (photographer). Heart [Digital
image]. Retrieved from
//www.pexels.com/photo/macro-shot-ofheart-shaped-cut-out-1820511/

When your blood pressure is low, try sitting or lying down, and drinking a full glass
of water. If you suffer from low blood pressure when standing for long periods, be
sure to take a break to sit down.


If your blood pressure is low more than twice, contact your primary care team
to see if your medications need to be adjusted.



You can use a blood pressure log to help you and your team figure out if
anything in your routine led to a low blood pressure. Start by writing on your
blood pressure log the time of day and your activity when you had the low
blood pressure.



Even if you are not having any symptoms
from low blood pressure, continue tracking
your readings, so you can contact your
primary care team if the readings continue
to seem low on a regular basis.
tapanakorn (photographer). Doctor Talks with Man.
[Digital image]. Retrieved from//www.canva.com/
media/MAEmKOSUeKA
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Medications
Sticking to a medication regimen is one of the most powerful ways to avoid
diabetes complications.
Although it can be difficult, taking your daily medicines exactly as prescribed
can help you stay healthy.

Questions you can ask about each medicine
you take
1. What is the name of this medicine?
2. What is it for?
3. What time should I take it?
4. How much of it should I take each
time?
5. How should I take it?
Ron Lach (photographer). Pills on a Table Digital image].
Retrieved from//www.pexels.com/photo/pills-on-thetable-9902277

6. Should I take it with food?
7. How long should I take it?
8. What should I do if I miss a dose?
9. Are there any side effects?
10. What should I do if I have a side effect?

11. Is it safe to take this medicine with another medicine I am taking, including
over-the-counter medicine, vitamins or herbals?
12. What food, drink or activities should I avoid while taking this medicine?

Copyright 2015 University of Pittsburgh. All rights reserved. V1.2
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Remembering to take medicines
You may find that you have been prescribed a number of medicines, and that you
need to take them at different times of the day. The following tips and tools may help
you to remember to take your medicines at the right time:


Put your pill bottles or pillbox out in a place where you will see them (for
example, on your bedside table, bathroom counter, or kitchen table).



Make a wall chart with the names of your medicines, the dose, and the time of
day you need to take them. Or, make a mark on a calendar when you have taken
your medications.



Buy a pillbox labelled with the days of the week and
times of day. You can usually buy these from your
pharmacy. Fill the box at the beginning of the week
to help you keep track. Ask a family member or
healthcare provider to check the box so that you
know you are getting it right.



Set an alarm on your watch or phone to remind you
if a medicine has to be taken at a particular time.
Ask someone to help you set the alarm if needed.



Make family and friends aware of your medication schedule so they can remind you.



Make a habit or routine out of taking your medicine to help you remember, for
example take medications when you brush your teeth, or when you eat breakfast or
dinner.



Remember to take your medicines with you when you leave the house. You can ask
someone in your house to remind you.



Pack enough medicines with you when you are away on vacation- and always put
them in your hand luggage.



Reorder your prescriptions ahead of time to make sure that you never run out.

Copyright 2015 University of Pittsburgh. All rights reserved. V1.2
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RODNAE productions (photographer). Pillbox.
[Digital image]. Retrieved from www.pexels.com/
photo/person-holding-white-tablet-8581415/

If all else fails, ask your healthcare provider if there are ways to simplify your
medication regimen to make life easier. For example, if you take a medicine two or
three times per day, your healthcare provider may be able to find a similar medicine
that only needs to be taken once a day.

Side effects of medicines
If you experience side effects due to your medicines, contact your primary care
team as soon as possible to talk about whether a change in your prescription may
help you feel better.
If you feel that your medication is making you sick or causing you pain, call your
primary care provider.

At your medical visits


Always take an updated medications list; it will tell your provider about all of your
medications including prescription medicines, over-the-counter medicines, and
supplements.



Take all medications before appointments, unless your healthcare provider
specifically asks you not to.



Tell your provider about any allergies or reactions you have had to medicines in
the past.



If you recently had medication changes, or if you were just discharged from the
hospital, bring all your medication bottles to your next medical visit.



Speak up! You should never be afraid to ask your healthcare provider, nurse or
pharmacist about your medicines. Your health is too important.



Talk with your provider before stopping any medications. Do not stop taking
medicine because you feel better.

Copyright 2015 University of Pittsburgh. All rights reserved. V1.2
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Medication costs


Many people have difficulty affording the cost of medications. You can bring up
this concern with your healthcare provider. There may be small changes they can
make in your medication regimen that could help you save money.



However, try not to skip medication doses. For
a chronic condition like diabetes or high blood
pressure where the symptoms are no obvious,
skipping the drug may seem like no big deal.
But when patients decide to stop taking a
prescription or alter their doses without
informing their healthcare providers, they may
put themselves at risk of experiencing side
effects or complications like a heart attack.

Karolina Grabowska (photographer). Pills with Money
[Digital image]. Retrieved from //www.pexels.com/
photo/set-of-pills-with-heap-of-paper-money-4386183/



Don’t assume insurance offers the best price. Even if your health insurance
covers your medication, your co-pay might not give you the lowest price. If
you’ve been prescribed a generic, you may want to check chain stores, such as
Target and Walmart for prices on your prescription. Their prices for many
generics are often cheaper than the average health insurance co-pay – some as
low as $4.



Split pills. If your medication comes in the form of scored pills, you might be
able to save a lot of money by orderinga higher dose of pills that you can then
split to the proper dosage. So, if your healthcare provider prescribes 20
milligrams of a particular medication, ask if he or she can prescribe the same
drug in 40-milligram pills. In some cases, the larger milligram pills are cheaper.
Once you split them, they become even more so.

Copyright 2015 University of Pittsburgh. All rights reserved. V1.2
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Smoking
What’s the connection between diabetes and
smoking?
If you have diabetes and you smoke, you are more likely to have serious health
problems from diabetes. Smokers with diabetes have higher risks for serious
complications, including:


heart and kidney disease



poor blood flow in the leg and feet that can lead to infections, ulcers, and
possible amputation (removal of a body part by surgery, such as toes or feet)



retinopathy (and eye disease that can cause blindness)



peripheral neuropathy (damaged nerves to the arms and legs that causes
numbness, pain, weakness, and poor coordination)

If you are a smoker with diabetes, quitting smoking will benefit your health right
away. People with diabetes who quit have better control of their blood sugar levels.

Some benefits of quitting smoking:


increased blood flow



increased energy



improved breathing



improved general health



decreased risk of heart and eye disease



decreased risk of lung disease, lung cancer and
other cancers



decreased effects of second hand smoke to your
children, grandchildren, loved ones, and pets

Copyright 2015 University of Pittsburgh. All rights reserved. V1.2
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Pixabay (photographer). Stop Sign [Digital
image]. Retrieved from //www.pexels.com/
photo/red-stop-sign-39080/

Tips for quitting


Set a quit date.


Do not buy cigarettes to carry you past your quit date.



Tell your family and friends you plan to quit.



Ask for help from family, friends, and healthcare providers.



Throw away your cigarettes, ashtrays and lighters.



Chew gum, pretzel sticks, raw fruit or vegetables as a substitute for cigarettes.



Spend time with nonsmokers.



Walk away from cigarette smoke.



Pay for your gas at the pump.



Stay away from smokers’ “havens” such as smoking shelters.



Keep your hands busy.





Read a book or a magazine.



Try knitting, drawing, making a plastic model or doing a jigsaw puzzle.

Take on new activities.


Join an exercise group or an
evening class.



Go on family outings.
Nick Youngson (photographer). Quit Smoking [Digital
image]. Retrieved from //www.picpedia.org/highwaysigns/q/quit-smoking.html
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Foot Care
How can diabetes hurt my feet?
High blood sugars from diabetes can cause two problems that can hurt your feet:
1. Nerve damage. One problem is damage to nerves in your legs and feet.
With damaged nerves, you might not feel pain, heat, or cold in your legs and
feet. A sore or cut on your foot may get worse because you do not know it is
there. This lack of feeling is caused by nerve damage, also called diabetic
neuropathy. Nerve damage can lead to a sore or an infection.
2. Poor blood flow. The second problem happens when not enough blood
flows to your legs and feet. Poor blood flow makes it hard for a sore or
infection to heal. This problem is called peripheral vascular disease, also
called PVD. Smoking when you have diabetes makes blood flow problems
much worse.
These two problems can work together to cause a
foot problem. For example, if you get a blister from
shoes that do not fit, you might not feel the pain
from the blister because you have nerve damage in
your foot. Next, the blister can get infected. If
blood sugar is high, the extra sugar feeds the germs.
Germs can grow and the infection can get worse.
Poor blood flow to your legs and feet can slow
down healing.

towfiqu barbhuiya (photographer). Foot Pain [Digital
image]. Retrieved from www.canva.com/media/
MAEM7Abv9rY

Once in a while a bad infection has difficulty healing. The infection might cause
gangrene. If a person has gangrene, the skin and tissue around the sore die. The area
becomes black and smelly. To keep gangrene from spreading, a healthcare provider
may have to do surgery to cut off a toe, foot, or part of a leg. Cutting off a body
part is called an amputation.
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How can I take care of my feet?


Wash your feet in warm water every day. Make sure the water is not too hot by
testing the temperature with your elbow. Dry your feet well, especially between your
toes.



Look at your feet every day to check for cuts, sores, blisters, redness, calluses, or
other problems. Checking every day is even important if you have nerve damage or
poor blood flow. If you cannot bend over or pull your feet up to check them, use a
mirror. If you cannot see your feet well, ask someone else to check your feet.



If your skin is dry, rub lotion on your feet after you wash and dry them. Do not put
lotion between your toes.



File corns and calluses gently with an emery board or pumice stone. Do this after
your bath or shower.



Cut your toenails once a week or when needed. Cut toe-nails when they are soft
from washing. Cut them to the shape of the toe and not too short. File the edges
with an emery board.



Always wear slippers or shoes to protect your feet from injuries.



Always wear socks or stockings to avoid blisters. Do not wear socks or knee-high
stockings that are too tight below your knee.



Wear supportive shoes that fit well. Shop for shoes
at the end of the day when your feet are bigger.
Break in shoes slowly. Wear them 1 to 2 hours
each day for the first few weeks.



Before putting your shoes on, feel the insides with
your hands to make sure they have no sharp edges
or objects that might injure your feet.



Keep the blood flowing to your feet by wiggling
your toes and moving your ankles up and down for
five minutes, two or three times a day.
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Stephanie Allen (photographer). Foot Spa [Digital
image]. Retrieved from //www.pexels.com/photo/
person-having-a-foot-spa-4085445/

How can my healthcare team help?


Foot infections can work their way into the bone without you feeling it. If you
have signs of infection like warm and red skin, or fluid or pus draining out of a
foot sore, call your primary care team right away. If you cannot see your
primary care team within 1 or 2 days, go to an urgent care or emergency facility.



Your healthcare provider should do a complete foot exam at least once per
year.



To make sure your healthcare provider checks your feet, take off your shoes
and socks before your healthcare provider comes into the room.



Ask your healthcare provider to check how well the nerves in your feet sense
feeling.



Ask your healthcare provider to check how well blood is flowing to your legs
and feet.



Ask your healthcare provider to show you the best way to trim your toenails.
Ask what lotion or cream to use on your legs and feet.



If you cannot cut your toenails or you have a foot problem, ask your healthcare
provider to send you to a foot healthcare provider. A healthcare provider who
cares for feet is called a podiatrist.



Special shoes can be made to fit softly around your sore feet or feet that have
changed shape. These special shoes help protect your feet. Talk with your
healthcare provider about how and where to get them.

RODNAE Productions (photographer). Medical People Talking.
[Digital image]. Retrieved from //www.canva.com/media/
MAEPvlR-RAI
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Helpful Links for More Diabetes Information
American Diabetes Association:
http://www.diabetes.org

National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive
and Kidney Diseases:
http://www.niddk.nih.gov

CDC Managing Diabetes:
http://www.cdc.gov/diabetes/managing
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Planning to Make Healthy Changes
(Action Planning)
An action plan can help you take steps toward reaching any goal you may have. It
can help to think of specific things you can do over the next week or two to meet a
longer term goal. When it comes to diabetes, action plans can help you reach goals
that will lower your risk of diabetes complications.
An action plan is an experiment you try. It is good if these steps are Specific,
Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Time-bound (SMART). If you are able to
complete your action plan, then you can come up with a new action plan with
additional steps to take. If your action plan one week doesn’t work out, then you can
take what you learned to develop a new action plan for the next week.

Diva Plavalaguna (photographer). People with Hands Raised [Digital
image]. Retrieved from//www.pexels.com/photo/multiracial-people-withhands-raised-6150584/

The steps are:
1) Choose a goal that is important to YOU
2) Decide on SMART steps you can take over the next
week toward that goal
3) Learn from your efforts and adapt your plan
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Choose a health issue that is important to you
If you haven’t identified a health goal, here are some examples:


Healthy eating – eat at regular times, add whole grains, fruits, or vegetables,
de-crease portions, keep a journal of what you eat.



Being active – increase activity by walking 15 minutes 3 days/week, take the
stairs, park farther away, use a pedometer to measure walking steps per day.



Monitoring – check blood sugar or
blood pressure, record results, keep a
journal. Monitoring can also include
checking your weight.



Taking medications – take the right
amount at the right time, learn how
your medication works and what the
side effects are.



Problem solving - take care of high and
low blood sugars, have a sick day plan,
know who to call and when with diabetes
concerns.



Smoking - cut down on smoking, make a plan to quit smoking, get more
information on resources to help you quit smoking
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Rosivan Morais (photographer). People Riding
Bicycles on Road [Digital image]. Retrieved from//
www.canva.com/media/MAEOcCvrPik

How important is this goal to you?
On a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 is “not at all important” and 10 is “very
important”, how important is it for you to make changes towards this goal?

Not at all
Important

Somewhat
Important

If you did not rate this issue at
least a 7, you may want to choose a
different issue that is more
important and more motivating for
you to work on.
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Very
Important

Make a SMART plan to tackle your goal
SMART plans are a road map to help us succeed. They give us a clear idea of
where we want to be and how to get there.

5 Reasons to Make SMART Goals

1. They help you focus.
2. They help you stay motivated.
3. They help you manage your time.
4. They help you track your progress.
5. You are more likely to achieve them.
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S M A R T PLANS
S
M
A
R

Make the action you will try to take
specific and clear so you'll know exactly
what you're going to do.

SPECIFIC

What will you do?
What do you need to do first?
You should be able to measure the specifics of what you set out to do.

MEASUREABLE

Where and when will you do it?
How long will you do it?
How often will you do it?
Your goal should be one that you are
confident that you really “can do”.

ATTAINABLE

What might get in the way?
How will you overcome these
barriers?
Your goal should be important to YOU!

RELEVANT

How will this step help you achieve
your overall health or life goals?
It should have a beginning and an end.

T

How long will you try this action
plan?

TIME BOUND
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S M A R T
EXAMPLES
S
M

Not specific: To exercise
Specific: To get started with a walking routine

Not measurable: To walk often
Measurable: To walk for 30 minutes, 3 times a week

A

Not attainable: To walk 5 miles in 30 minutes
Attainable: To walk 1 ½ miles in 30 minutes

R

Not relevant: To walk because my spouse wants me to
Relevant: To walk because I want to have energy to dance at my
daughter’s wedding

T

Not time-based: To walk 5 times a week until I feel fit
Time-based: To walk for 30 minutes, 3 times a week for a
month, then see how it’s going
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Making ATTAINABLE plans is KEY


Keep what you plan to do realistic—not too big or overwhelming. If it feels
overwhelming, break it down into smaller steps that you feel confident you can
do right now.



What kind of support might you need, and how can you get this support?



How confident are you that you can complete this specific plan?

On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is "not at all confident" and 10 is "very confident,"
how confident are you that you could take these steps if you decided to?

10 Very
Confident
If you’re not
conﬁdent in your
plan (7 or greater),
try starting with a
smaller step

5 Somewhat
Confident

0 Not at all
Confident
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FOLLOW your plan and learn from your efforts:
After the first week, ask yourself how you're doing with the plan:


How are you feeling about what you are trying?



What is working?



Do you feel your plan is easy to stick to?



What is getting in the way of what you planned to do?



What changes or differences have you noticed?



What, if any, challenges are you facing with controlling
your diabetes while you follow this plan?

Tips for Success

Monstera (photographer). Men Making a
Plan [Digital image]. Retrieved from //
www.pexels.com/photo/focused-mendoing-a-plan-9433336/



Change is hard! It’s important to pause and savor your successes, even the
small ones!



If you run into problems following your action plan, use what you’ve learned
to change your plan to one you think will be more successful.



If you feel stuck or are having a hard time, ask a friend, family member, or
your healthcare team for help.



Problem solving is an ongoing process. Do not give up when you cannot come
up with a solution immediately. And do not give up when your first plan to
solve the problem does not work. It often takes many tries to find a solution.



When you reach your first goal, celebrate your success, then create an action
plan for your next goal.



Involve someone else—a partner, a friend, someone who can encourage you.



Try to make your plan fun and enjoyable.



Write your plan down and post it in a prominent place in your home.



Don’t try to work on everything at once. Try starting with what you think
would be the easiest thing to change.
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Examples of SMART Goals
Be physically active:


I will walk briskly around my block in the morning right after I wake up
for at least 15 minutes every day this week.



I will take the stairs up the three flights to my office at least once each day
that I am at work this week.

Lara J
(photographer). M Walking Up
[Digital image]. Retrieved from https://www.pexels.com/
photo/man-with-prosthetic-leg-walking-up-stairs-9623548/

Eat wisely:


I will add a green salad to my dinner meal two nights per week for the next
two weeks.



I will eat a graham cracker with peanut butter for my evening snack, instead
of a brownie or cookie.

(photographer).
image]. Retrieved from
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[Digital

Be involved in your health care:


I will write down my questions about my blood pressure medicine before I
go to my clinic appointment next week and keep it in my wallet so I don’t
forget to take it.



This week I will find out from my health care team how to sign up for the
patient portal so I can see my blood test results online.



I will make a list of all my medications, what they are for, and when to take
them over the weekend. I will take the list with me to my next appointment
and ask the nurse to make sure it is correct and up to date.

cottonbro(photographer). Work
Retrieved from //
k

N
/

[Digital image].
/
/

Be tobacco free:


I will take my doctor up on that offer for nicotine patches and see if I can
get the script filled today. My quit date will be the first of the month.
Meanwhile I will gather all my lighters and ashtrays and throw them out,
since this time I am quitting for good.



When I get a strong urge for a cigarette, I will chew some nicotine gum like
my doctor suggested.



I will tell my wife and my friends that I am quitting this weekend, so they can
help me instead of offering me cigarettes.
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Limit alcohol:


I am going to set myself a two-drink limit for each day, starting today. Just
two,12-ounce bottles of beer, at the most. I really think I can do this on my
own, but if I don’t limit it to two, I will accept your offer for some help.



I’ll let my buddies know that I’d appreciate their support by not pushing me
to have more after my two beers are finished.

Strive for a healthy weight:


I will start using the food diary I found online and write down everything I
eat, starting tomorrow.



I will cut down on calories by
switching to flavored seltzer
water instead of soda, starting
with this week's grocery shopping.



I will increase my exercise time to
30 minutes of walking the dog
every evening, at least 5 times a
week, starting tonight.

.August de Richelieu photographer).
ki
l [Digital image]. Retrieved from //
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/

Get recommended screenings & immunizations:


I will get the flu shot at my next visit when they are available in the clinic.

Manage stress:


I have a music CD that always calms me down. I will listen to it at least once a
day, either right after work or before I go to bed, starting today.



When I get frustrated, I’ll go outside for some fresh air. Sometimes I’ll walk up
and down the block to clear my head.
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What is a Care Partner?
Many people with diabetes have someone in their lives who helps them, or who
would be willing to help them, manage their health conditions. These Care
Partners are often family members or friends. A Care Partner might help their
Patient Partner manage their health conditions by helping the Patient Partner:


monitor how they are doing



maintain healthy routines



solve problems they may be facing



communicate with their health care team

Care Partners do not ‘take over’ the patient’s self-care. But they can support
the patient in ways that the patient thinks will be helpful.
A Care Partner is not expected to
counsel their Patient Partner
about issues that they should
discuss with their doctor or nurse.
But Care Partners can play a vital
role to help their Patient Partner
choose a plan with their health care
team, and follow that plan.

RODNAE Productions (photographer). Happy elderly couple. [Digital
image]. Retrieved from //www.pexels.com/photo/portrait-of-a-happyelderly-couple-5637731/
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Patient - Care Partner Teamwork
Guidelines for weekly talks
It is helpful if the two of you talk regularly about the patient’s diabetes care,
either on the phone or in person. We recommend that you talk once a week so
that you can go over the report from the patient’s most recent CO-IMPACT
automated call and any action plans the patient tried in the last week. Below are
some guidelines for your weekly talks.
1. Try talking about diabetes care on the same day of the week and at the same
time of day. This will help you both establish a routine.
2. Try to focus on the patient’s health care for at least 10 minutes.
3. Over the course of a week, although you may talk about other family matters,
what’s in the news, or other interests you share, be sure to reserve a regular
time to review the recent diabetes call summary or visit summary.
4. Make sure that you don't feel rushed.
Try to focus your full attention on the
conversation without being distracted by
other things such as children, work, or
television. Some people find that making
a written list of things you want to cover
before the conversation can be helpful.

Andrea ia quadio (photographer). Joyful dult Daughter
[Digital image]. Retrieved from //www.pexels.com/photo/
joyful-adult-daughter-greeting-happy-surprised-seniormother-in-garden-3768131
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Tips for Patient Partners: Talking
with Care Partners About Health


These conversations are meant to focus on how YOU are doing with your
diabetes self-care.
Even if it feels a little uncomfortable at first, it is important to focus on your own
health rather than other things that you both might like to discuss. After you’ve
reviewed your health assessments and talked about your diabetes self-care, you
can move on to other topics. Remember, your Care Partner has agreed that this is
important.



Remember that your Care Partner is trying to help.
Even if you don’t always agree with advice your Care Partner gives, try to listen
carefully and be respectful.



No one can manage their diabetes perfectly.
Everyone misses medications or eats things they probably shouldn’t from time to
time. It is very important to be as honest as possible with your Care Partner
about how you are doing. Even if you are a little embarrassed or worried that
they’ll be disappointed, try letting your Care Partner know about the things that
might not be going so well. Your Care Partner is there to help!



Do your best to come up with ideas and solutions to problems on your
own, and then discuss them with your Care Partner.
YOU are the best person to know what will and what won’t work, but sometimes
it can be helpful to talk through the options with someone. If you don’t know
what to do, don’t worry. You and your Care Partner can work on it together.



Agree on action plans with your Care Partner and try them out.
Try to be honest if you have doubts about your ability to follow-through on
ways to meet your goals and come to an agreement with your Care Partner about

See the Action Planning section in this
handbook for information, tips and
examples about action planning.
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Tips for Care Partners: Getting the
Conversation Flowing
Open-ended questions will give you much more information than yes/no
questions. Try asking questions like:


“What’s going on with your diabetes care now?”



“What are you most concerned about this week?

Reflective comments help someone know that you are really trying to
understand what they’re saying and encourage them to tell you more. You are
really focusing on them and trying to put yourself in ‘their shoes’. Reflecting
your partner’s statements doesn’t mean you agree, but it gives you both a chance
to make sure you are understanding what the patient is trying to tell you. You
might try using phrases like:


“It sounds to me like you're feeling...



“Let me know if I’ve got this right, you
tried to...



“It seems like you thought that it was
really difficult to…”

Marcus Aurelius (photographer). Lovely Couple Smiling
[Digital image]. Retrieved from //www.pexels.com/
photo/lovely-couple-smiling-while-looking-at-eachother-6787758
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Tips for Care Partners: For a Positive
and Helpful Conversation
One of the best things you can do to
help is to LISTEN. It may not seem like
much, but listening to your partner can
often help them to be clear about what
they are feeling. Sometimes just being
able to talk with another person (like
you) can help a person with diabetes
think through what they need to do.

Listening to your partner can
help them see what steps they
can take to improve their health,
and it can help you realize how
you might help them.

It’s sometimes easy to be critical if your partner doesn’t follow through with their
plan, or doesn’t change in ways that would help them manage their diabetes better.
However, if you criticize, judge, or ridicule someone with a chronic illness, that can
make them feel discouraged. Having diabetes can be frustrating, so it’s important that
you do your best to encourage your partner whenever you can.

Try to accept that your partner is
the one responsible for their
diabetes care choices and actions.
People tend to be more
successful at living healthier when
they feel that their motivation
comes from within themselves,
and they are free to choose what
they feel are the best ways to stay
healthy.
Kampus Production (photographer. Bench Man. [Digital image]. Retrieved from //
www.pexels.com/photo/bench-man-couple-love-6838536
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DO:


Ask for your partner’s ideas for ways to solve
problems before offering your own.



Offer your ideas as choices, instead of telling your
partner what to do.



Congratulate your partner for trying to change, even
if they are not successful.



Congratulate them for the changes they do make,
no matter how small.



Acknowledge that managing diabetes can be
frustrating when they are having difficulties.



Try to really understand what they are feeling and
going through before offering any suggestions of
things they might do.

+LJK)LYH'LJLWDOLPDJH@5HWULHYHGIURP
FUHD]LOODFRPQRGHVKLJKILYHFOLSDUW

DON’T:


Don’t criticize or be judgmental – your role is to listen, to encourage, to be
available, to help remember, to troubleshoot, to be regular and consistent, and
simply to be involved!



Don’t “take over.” Sometimes you may feel that it would be easier if you did
things yourself, rather than allowing your partner to take action. But this won’t
help your patient-partner in the long run. The best strategy is to be a helper, not
the boss.



Don’t tell your partner what to do – make suggestions, but ultimately it’s their
decision.
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Examples of Supportive Care Partner
Comments
DO express empathy and concern
 “I appreciate how hard it is for you to think about walking again today.
DO offer choices
 “Would you like me to help plan the menu for this week?”


“What are some ways that you think might help you remember to take that
evening dose of medicine?bout walking again today.

DO acknowledge accomplishments, even small ones
 “It’s great that you tried. Remember, even small steps can get you where
you need to be over time.”
DO help with problem solving
 “This is the second time that you have run out of that diabetes medication.
What ideas do you have about how to keep that from happening again?”
When you suggest changes, explain why


“Remember, the doctor explained that sugars going up over a short time
means that you may be getting sick. When your sugars are that high we
need to call the doctor’s office to let them know. They may tell you to take
extra insulin or check your sugars more often until they are back to
normal.”

AVOID language that is controlling, criticizing, or guilt provoking


Say: “Your doctor said that checking your sugar every day is an important
way to keep track of your health. How are you feeling about that?”
(NOT: “You know the doctor told you to check your sugar every day! I
don’t know why you won’t do what he says!” )
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Tips for Care Partners: When Your
Partner Needs More Help
As a Care Partner, you can play a key role in helping your partner to remember
upcoming medical appointments, knowing when to contact their healthcare team,
and finding programs or resources that might help them to manage their health.

We suggest that you support your Patient Partner in contacting their doctor or nurse
themselves, whenever possible. Remember, your partner is in charge of their
diabetes care, and their health care team can be much more helpful if they can ask
the patient directly about any symptoms or other problems they are experiencing.

Being a Care Partner does not mean that you should give advice to your partner
about changing or stopping medications. If you and your Patient Partner are
wondering if medications should be changed, discuss this with the patient’s doctor
or nurse.

ffgimages (photographer). Elderly Hands Clasped Together [Digital image]. Retrieved
from //www.canva.com/media/MAEaGcdHuAo
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More ways to help your Patient Partner with
diabetes care:


Attend diabetes self-management
education classes with your partner.



Learn how to read nutrition labels
and share what you learned.



Know the signs and symptoms of
high and low blood sugars and what
to do about each.



Help develop a system for taking
medicines or doing blood sugar
checks regularly.

Magda Ehlers (photographer). Assorted vegetables [Digital image]. Retrieved
from //www.pexels.com/photo/assorted-vegetables-lot-1300972



Help with foot checks if your partner has trouble.



Consider using website information sources that end with .edu, .gov, or .org.



Ask your partner if there are specific tasks they need help with.



Avoid being the “diabetes police” - this can cause hard feelings.



Buy and make healthy foods; pack healthy foods for on-the-go eating.


Offer to go with your partner to doctor visits to be
an extra ear.



Offer to do physical activities with them that they
enjoy.



Share how their diabetes affects you. Clear the air
but don't nag.

SHVETS production (photographer). Holding Hands
[Digital image]. Retrieved from //www.pexels.com/
photo/happy-elderly-couple-holding-hands-whilecrossing-on-the-pedestrian-lane-8972263
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Partnering with Healthcare Providers
Your healthcare team includes you!
Being an active member of your health care team is one way you can make sure
you get good quality health care. Patients who talk with or call their primary care
team when they have questions tend to be happier with their care and have better
medical results.
Your team wants you to contact them when you have a problem or a question.
Your questions help your health care team learn more about you. Your doctor’s or
nurse’s answers to your questions can help you make better decisions, avoid medical
harm, and get better health care results.

RODNAE Productions (photographer). People in Scrubs[Digital image]. Retrieved from //www.canva.com/media/
MAEPvinyUdQ
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Getting the Most Out of Appointments:
For Patients
How often do you leave a medical visit feeling satisfied that your healthcare providers
heard your concerns and responded to them? Successful communication with your
health care team requires effort from the patient and the doctor or nurse.

Here are a few tips to consider:


Make a list of questions or concerns you would like to discuss at your
appointment. Mark the ones that are most important to address. Put your list
in a place where it will be easy to remember to bring it with you.



Ask your questions at the beginning of your visit. Start by asking the ones that
are most important to you.



If you do not have a chance to ask your questions at the beginning of your
visit, tell your doctor you have a list of questions and ask when is a good time
to share it.



Consider giving the doctor a copy of your list so he or she can follow along.

National Cancer Institute (photographer). Discussion [Digital image].
Retrieved from //unsplash.com/photos/dC-KGjeCId8
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When you ask your questions:
Don't downplay the symptoms or situation. Remarks like "it's just a little cough"
or "my pain really isn't a problem" might lead your doctor to the same conclusion. If
your real fear is that your sister's lung cancer started with a similar cough, let the
doctor know. If your pain is preventing you from getting any sleep, say so. Being up
front with your doctor helps them understand your problem.
Listen. Take some deep breaths and focus on what the doctor is saying. Consider
bringing a tape recorder or taking notes on paper. If someone else is with you at the
appointment, ask them to take notes for you.

Ask for explanations. Don't hesitate to ask when
words the doctor is using are unfamiliar or his or her
instructions are not clear to you. Make sure you hear
—and understand—the answers you get. Consider
bringing someone to your appointment to help you
understand and remember what you heard. If you
don’t understand or are confused, ask your doctor to
explain the answer again.

Pixabay (photographer). Question Mark [Digital
image]. Retrieved from //www.pexels.com/photo/
question-mark-on-chalk-board-356079

Make sure you understand the next steps. It is very important to understand
the plan that your doctor recommends. Ask questions!
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Getting the Most Out of Appointments:
For Care Partners
Not all Care Partners accompany their Patient Partners to their medical
appointments. If your Patient Partner wants you to attend, and it fits into your
schedule, consider going to at least one of their primary care appointments.
Patients who are accompanied to medical visits by a trusted supporter often
communicate better with their doctors and nurses. They are able to get more of
their questions answered and remember more of the information they hear.
Also, when you attend your partner’s appointment, you can get to know your
partner’s doctors and nurses. That might make it easier if you need to contact them
in between your Patient Partner’s appointments.

Some tips for Care Partners attending medical
appointments:


Educate yourself about your loved one's condition. Use the Internet as a tool,
but try to stick with reliable sources. You can ask doctors or nurses which
websites they respect.



Write it down. Have everything
that's on your mind written down
before you talk with the doctor. The
more organized you are, the more
help you can get. You can discuss
with your Patient Partner what you
both think should be on the visit
planning worksheet you can find in
the back of this handbook.
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Let your Patient Partner take the lead when possible. You can prompt your
Patient Partner to use the question list that the two of you prepared before your
appointment.



It is best to ask questions at the beginning of the appointment. Talk about
the most important concerns first. Be brief and stick to the point.



After your Patient Partner is finished describing a problem or concern, you
can fill in extra details.



After your Patient Partner has finished asking their questions, you can add any
of your own.



If you disagree with your Patient Partner, try to point it out in a neutral and
specific way. For example, “Hmmm. He used to check his sugar three times per
day but when I look at his sugar log I only see numbers written down once per
day.” Don’t overgeneralize or make accusations. (NOT “He is so lazy. He never
tries to take care of his health.”) Staying positive is helpful to everyone.



If the doctor or nurse gives recommendations, make sure you and your
Patient Partner understand. Don’t hesitate to ask when the instructions are
not clear. Make sure you understand what the next steps are.



Help the doctors and nurses understand your role. If there are certain parts
of health care you help with, or certain health information you keep track of, tell
the doctors and nurses. Make sure the doctor tells you all the information related
to what you do. Ask them to keep you informed even when you can’t come to
the patient’s medical visits.



Appoint one family member as the main family contact with healthcare
professionals when possible. This will avoid confusion and save time for
everyone.



Ask about other resources. The primary care staff can often point you to health
programs or resources that might help your Patient Partner.
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Between Appointments: For Patients
After your appointment


Make plans to follow your doctor’s or nurse's recommendations. Discuss
your plans with your Care Partner.



Make appointments to have tests done or see a specialist if you need to.



Review your (or your Care Partner’s) notes from the appointment, or the
printed visit summary you receive, to make sure you haven't forgotten any
key things you discussed at your appointment.

Call your primary care team at any time


If you do not understand, or havetrouble following, the doctor’s or nurse’s
instructions after you get home.



To find out test results if you haven’t received them within a week of the
test date. Do not assume that no news is good news. Ask what you should
do about the results.



To ask about test results you do not understand.



If you experience any side effects or problems with your medicines.



If your symptoms get worse (or do not get better).



If you receive any new prescriptions from another doctor or start taking any
over-the-counter medicines.



If you have any questions about your self-care regimen.

Tima Miroscnicheko (photographer). Man on
Phone [Digital image]. Retrieved from //
www.pexels.com/photo/man-in-brown-sweaterand-jeans-talking-on-the-phone-5708710
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Between Appointments:
For Care Partners
After an appointment


Help and encourage your Patient Partner to make plans for how to follow
their doctor’s or nurse's recommendations.



Discuss the Visit Summary that you and your partner receive.



Talk to your Patient Partner about making appointments to have tests done
or to see specialists if your partner needs to.

You and your partner should plan to contact your partner’s primary care
team if your partner:


has problems following, or does not understand, the doctor or nurse’s
instructions.



does not receive test results within a week of the test date. Do not assume
that no news is good news.



does not understand test results.



experiences any side effects or other problems with their medicines.



has symptoms that get worse (or do not get better).



receives any new prescriptions from another doctor or starts taking any
over-the-counter medicines.



has any questions about their self-care regimen. or to see specialists if your
partner needs to.

Patients who talk with or call their primary care team tend to be happier with
their care and have better medical results. You should encourage your Patient
Partner to contact their primary care team themselves whenever possible.
However, if your Patient Partner feels that you are the best person to call, that is
OK too. If you call, be sure to write down what the doctor or nurse says, and
share it with your Patient Partner as soon as possible.
Copyright 2015 University of Pittsburgh. All rights reserved. V1.
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Blood Sugar Readings
Morning Before Before
Bedtime
fasting** lunch supper

Blood Pressure Readings
Upper
Lower
Heart
Time
number number rate

Notes
(food, physical activity, weight, other)

*Use as directed by your medical team. Some patients may not be advised to check some of these items, or to check them on a
different schedule than others. Remember to bring this to your primary care appointments.
** Fasting: before you eat or drink anything (except water) in the morning

Date

Name: ________________________________________________

BLOOD PRESSURE AND BLOOD SUGAR LOG*
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Patient Event Log: Health Care, Emergency Visit, Hospitalization
Use this worksheet when you:
 Go for a scheduled visit with a doctor
 Go to the Emergency Room for any reason
 Are admitted to a hospital for any reason
Reason for visit
Procedures done
Tests done
Medication changes made
Recommendations from doctor/clinic
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Bring to your next primary care appointment if possible:
After‐Visit Summary or Discharge paperwork given directly to you
Progress notes or discharge summary written by the doctor for their medical record*
Lab test or procedure reports written for the medical record*
*You will need to request these while you are being seen, or call the doctor’s office or hospital
to request that these are sent to you.
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Diabetes Visit Planning Worksheet for Primary Care Appointments
Next Appointment
Date:

Time:

Provider name:
Labs/tests pre-ordered by primary care provider:

Health Events since the last primary care appointment*

*Examples: visits to doctors or hospitals, illnesses, changes patient to health regimen

My questions for my primary care team:












Some Common Topics
Symptoms
Using medicines
Medication side effects
High sugars
Low sugars
Controlling blood pressure
Quitting smoking
Healthy eating
Physical activity
What might happen in the
future
Referrals or consults

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Information I will bring from home:

Blood sugar log
Blood pressure log
Medication list or log
Notes or results from other medical visits
Other:

Role I would like my Care Partner to play in my visit (if Care Partner is coming to appointment with me):
Ask questions
Observe first-hand what happens at visit
Give info/explain Partner’s needs to doctor
Write down what doctor says
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Explain doctor’s instructions to Partner
Nothing/keep partner company
Other ______________________________________
______________________________________
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